Get your bearing right

It is by far not only the large industry that Masytec supplies with Lincoln system solutions. Even the fairway cutters of the Furesø Golf Club use Lincoln pumps which simplify the daily routine of the green keepers.

"It all started when fairway equipment had to be replaced ahead of our investment plan timeframe", reports green keeper Thomas Pihl.

"Yes, because they weren't properly and regularly lubricated, there were too many repairs", adds mechanic Niels-Peter Larsen.

As a result, Furesø Golf Club inquired with a machine distributor on what could be done to counter this problem. The sales rep was aware of the Golf Club’s leading reputation for trying new technology, and so he suggested the installation of a Lincoln lubrication system.

“And so we were the first to use a system on a machine of this nature”, says Thomas Pihl proudly.

“We are very satisfied. Since the installation of the lubrication system two years ago, our bearings are right and last longer, and we save – not only on repairs, but also on maintenance time. The machines are lubricated in 92 places and they get the required amount”, explains Niels-Peter Larsen.

Thomas Pihl sees another further benefit by using Masytec products:

“I presume that we will additionally achieve a better resale value of our equipment. With the best-practice maintenance, the future buyer will get a machine that is almost as good as new.”

The case study of Furesø Golf Club is an example of the broad application spectrum of Masytec products – from large industrial operations to the fairway cutter.

The original Danish text was written and published by MASYTEC, a Lincoln distributor for Denmark.